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Game Setup exe.Catalonia declares independence from Spain and vows to hold

a vote on secession 1 / 8 Slideshow Catalan lawmakers voted to hold an
independence referendum, despite Madrid’s threats that no such vote could take
place without permission from Spain’s central government. The approval of the

vote was strictly on a regional level. After the vote, Spanish Prime Minister
Mariano Rajoy convened a national assembly to discuss the situation. (Sept. 11)

MANDATORY CREDIT: AP Photo/Federico Narbona The decision by
Catalan leaders follows months of frustration over Spanish courts repeatedly
blocking efforts to hold an independence vote. Spain’s constitutional court

recently twice ruled the vote unconstitutional, ruling that the ballot was illegal
because a similar vote in 2010 had been held while parts of the country were

still recovering from a devastating civil war nearly four decades ago. (Sept. 13)
MANDATORY CREDIT: AP Photo/Daniel Ochoa de Olza “We have had

enough of being ignored, of being suppressed, and of only being able to count
on the support of a few, but not the support of all,” he said. “We are the

government of Catalonia and we are in charge.” Catalonia, which accounts for
about a fifth of Spain’s roughly 50 million people, also voted on Sunday to

suspend its laws and government and declare independence from Spain. The
result was a largely symbolic victory for the separatists, who have expressed

frustration at being unable to get a vote approved by national authorities or the
European Union. Spain’s central government called a meeting of Spain’s

Parliament later on Sunday to consider invoking Article 155 of the country’s
constitution, allowing it to halt the region’s governing autonomy. Prime Minister
Mariano Rajoy, who called the vote illegal and warned that such elections would
undermine national unity, said he would wait until a March 2 special session of

Parliament to take any
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